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Press Release

Technology Nexus AB (publ.) lands assignment
from JM AB to develop the company’s new Web
site.
This assignment will give Technology Nexus, hereafter called Nexus, complete responsibility for
development of the new Web site JM.SE. The project is the first step in the development of JM’s
new platform for the Internet. This platform will contain advanced functionality for the
administration of information, so-called Content Management.
The platform will also provide a foundation for more effective utilisation of JM’s Intranet, and
shall also enable future Extranet activities for Business-to-Business solutions. This places
incredibly high demands on security and functionality.

”This order confirms our position in the market as a leading, comprehensive supplier of secure e-
commerce solutions. Nexus has, through several development projects, built a unique expertise
base with regard to Web systems that place high demands on security and system integration,”
says Mikael Jacobsson, CEO, Technology Nexus AB.

”Internet is one of our most important communication channels to our customers and also
investors, analysts and many other interested parties. Therefore we do forcefully invest in this
technology, in order to give our customers a better service. Furthermore we see several new and
interesting business opportunities with Internet based technology.”, says Lennart G. Henriz,
Deputy CEO, Business Support, JM AB.



For further information, please contact:

Mikael Jacobsson CEO, Technology Nexus AB, mobile +46-(0)706-47 58 10,
e-mail: mikael.jacobsson@nexus.se,

Lennart G. Henriz, Deputy CEO, Business Support, JM AB, tel. +46-(0)8-782 89 47, e-mail:
lennart.henriz@jm.se.

Mikael Przysuski, Business Manager, Nexus e-business solutions, Technology Nexus AB
mobile +46-(0)708-25 50 69, e-mail: mikael.przysuski@nexus.se

Mårten Carlsson, Project Manager, Technology Nexus AB, mobile: +46-(0)70-25 50 65, e-
mail: marten.carlsson@nexus.se,

Facts about Technology Nexus AB
Technology Nexus AB (publ.), quoted on the O-list at the Stockholm Stock Exchange, has specialised in the
development and supply of secure IT solutions to improve clients’ profitability. Nexus works not only with
end-clients, but also as a development partner for clients with very high quality requirements. 
Nexus’ vision is to be a leading partner for secure solutions in the digital economy. 
Nexus has around 370 employees, with offices in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö, Uppsala, Linköping (head
office), Umeå, Karlstad, Västerås, Borlänge, Hamburg, Paris, London, Madrid, and New York.
More information is available at www.nexus.se. E-mail: contact@nexus.se


